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Abstract
The phenomenon of dynamic soil-structure interaction has been studied for more than two decades. While the early engineering practice has largely considered that the soil-structure interaction has beneficial effects and will lead to larger than expected factor of safety, it is now recognised that such interaction can also be detrimental under certain circumstances. It is therefore important to investigate and understand the SSI effects carefully. In addition to this the effect of one structure on a neighbouring structure through the intervening soil has opened up a relatively new field of structure-soil-structure interaction (SSI). In geotechnical earthquake engineering the investigation of SSI and SSSI effects needs high quality data so that reliable analytical or numerical modelling can be attempted. Dynamic centrifuge modelling offers an excellent opportunity to study such effects.

In this theme lecture, the recent advances in physical modelling of dynamic soil structure interaction effects will be emphasised. The high gravity experimental facilities developed at the Schofield Centre, University of Cambridge including the Servo-Hydraulic earthquake actuator and specialist model containers will be introduced. The use of these facilities in studying SSI and SSSI problems will be highlighted using the following examples. Firstly the use of Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) in structures will be studied. It will be shown that use of TMD’s without due consideration for the soil-structure interaction can lead to adverse effects in the structural response from the TMD’s. Further it will also be shown that the use of TMD’s in one structure can lead to adverse structural response in the adjacent structure due to SSSI effects. Next, an investigation of rocking of a MDOF structure will be presented. Results from two identical structures in which foundation rocking and structural rocking are encouraged, will be compared. Thirdly, the use of viscous dampers in structures will be investigated using the dynamic centrifuge modelling. The efficacy of the viscous dampers with and without the soil-structure interaction effects will be studied. Finally the case of foundation-soil interaction will be investigated using single pile and pile groups that are embedded in soft clay. The inertial and kinematic interactions and the role these play in the overall performance of the pile foundation will be discussed.
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